
Catalog Catalyst
Make your catalog the heart of 
sales, not just merchandising. 

Point-and-click shopping – 
from your fingertips to your 

customers in minutes.

Catalogs – The Heart of Merchandising
Catalogs are at the heart of merchandising for any manufacturer, whether selling 
B2B or B2C.  Photo shoots, layout, placement, copy – significant resources and 
intelligence go into the creation of this summation of the company’s offerings.
However, when it comes to the sales process, the customer is often removed from 
the catalog environment and resorted to typing SKU numbers or hunting from a 
long list in a  web-based form.  Now removed from the carefully crafted catalog 
mood, zeal for the product is lost, and sales breakage occurs.

Manual ‘Hotspotting’ – It’s so….
manual.  Worse, it’s time intensive.

Some providers have attempted to solve this 
catalog-breakage process with a manual 
‘hot-spotting’ function.  Administrative staff 
painstakingly review each page of the catalog 
file, identifying SKUs through a boxing or other 
selection function, then associate that selection 
with an item in the product offering database.
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Even the most efficient administrative ‘hot-spotter’ will take hours to identify the SKUs 
from just a small catalog and associate them with items in a product database.

Catalyze your Catalog Instantly into a live Point-and-Click Sales 
tool; Publish Immediately to your Ecommerce site.

Aleran’s artificial-intelligence-based 
Catalog Catalyst carefully analyzes 
your catalog file to automatically 
associate items/SKUs therein with 
your product database.  Matched 
items are immediately made 
interactive within the catalog 
as eSKUs.  Your catalog is now a 
comprehensive interactive sales 
tool, automatically uploaded to 
your Marketplace (Ecommerce) 
environment.  When an item in 
your catalog catches a shopper’s 
eye, they simply click on its eSKU to 
learn more information or to add it 
immediately to their shopping cart.

The timeframe for catalog catalyzation with Aleran?  Mere minutes.  Aleran’s high-
speed analytics makes your catalog interactive automatically, freeing administrative 
staff to do other functions.  Once the catalyzation is complete, the catalog is easily 
published to your Ecommerce site, and customers can instantly begin their new 
interactive point-and-click shopping experience.

ALERAN MAKES SELLING SIMPLE.
1. Set Up
Set up account, import customer list, curate your digital 
catalog, set customer-specific pricing/product assortments, 
assign reps and more.
2. Manage
Receive and modify incoming orders, set preferences, make 
list updates (products, pricing, customer), run reports, assign 
territories and allocate commissions.
3. Customize
Set custom fields, business rules and selling strategies 
according to your needs (i.e. order minimums, customer-
specific promotions).
4. Integrate
Integrate with your ERP and other best-in-class third party 
solutions (i.e. email marketing, shipping, and inventory 
management software). 


